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ABSTRACT
We consider a general Markovian queueing model
with possible catastrophes and obtain new and sharp
bounds on the rate of convergence. Some special
classes of such models are studied in details, namely,
(a) the queueing system with S servers, batch arrivals
and possible catastrophes and (b) the queueing model
with “attracted” customers and possible catastrophes.
A numerical example illustrates the calculations. Our
approach can be used in modeling information flows
related to high-performance computing.
INTRODUCTION
There is a large number of papers devoted to the
research of Markovian queueing models with possible
catastrophes, see for instance, [1], [3], [2], [10], [11],
[17], [18], [19], [21], [24], [25] and the references
therein. Such models are widely used in simulations for hight-performance computing. In particular,
in some recent papers the authors deal with more
or less special birth-death processes with additional
transitions from and to origin [1], [2], [3], [10], [11],
[21], [24], [25]. In the present paper we consider a
more general class of Markovian queueing models
with possible catastrophes and obtain key bounds on
the rate of convergence, which allow us to compute the
limiting characteristics of the corresponding processes.

Namely, we suppose that the queue-length process
is an inhomogeneous continuous-time Markov chain
{X(t), t ≥ 0} on the state space E = {0, 1, 2 . . . }.
All possible transition intensities are assumed to be
non-random functions of time and may depend on the
state of the process. From any state i the chain can
jump to any another state j > 0 with transition intensity qij (t). Moreover, the transition functions from
state i > 0 to state 0 (catastrophe intensities) are βi (t).
Denote by pij (s, t) = P {X (t) = j |X (s) = i },
i, j ≥ 0, 0 ≤ s ≤ t the probability of transition X (t),
and by pi (t) = P {X (t) = i} the corresponding state
probability that X (t) is in state i at the moment t.
T
Let p (t) = (p0 (t) , p1 (t) , . . . ) be the vector of state
probabilities at the moment t.
Throughout the paper we suppose that for any i, j
P (X (t + h) = j|X (t) = i) =


qij (t) h + αij (t, h) ,
= βi (t) h + αi0 (t, h) = qi0 (t) + αi0 (t, h),

1 − P
j6=i qij (t)h + αi (t, h) ,

if j 6= i,
if j = 0, i > 1,
if j = i,
(1)

where
sup |αi (t, h)| = o(h).

(2)

i

Let Q(t) be the corresponding intensity matrix. We
suppose that all intensity functions are non-negative
and locally integrable on [0, ∞).
Put aij (t) = qji (t) for j 6= i and
X
X
aii (t) = −
aji (t) = −
qij (t) .
(3)
j6=i

j6=i

As in our previous papers [9], [13], [16], [15], we
suppose that
sup |aii (t) | = L(t) < ∞,

(4)

i

∞

B (t) = (bij (t))i,j=0 , t ≥ 0, and the logarithmic norm
of B (t) can be found explicitly:


X
γ (B (t)) = sup bjj (t) +
|bij (t)| , t ≥ 0.
j

for almost all t ≥ 0.
Then one can write for X (t) the forward Kolmogorov system
dp (t)
= A (t) p (t) ,
dt

(5)

where A (t) = QT (t) is a transposed intensity matrix.
P
Denote by k·k
kxk =
|xi |,
P the l1 -norm of vector,
∞
kBk = supj i |bij |, if B = (bij )i,j=0 , and denote
by Ω the set of all vectors from l1 with nonnegative
coordinates and unit norm.
We havekA(t)k = 2 supk |akk (t)| ≤ 2L(t) for
almost all t ≥ 0. Hence the operator function A(t)
from l1 to itself is bounded for almost all t ≥ 0 and
locally integrable on interval [0; ∞).
One can see that assumption (2) implies the equality
p(t+h) = A(t)p(t)h+p(t)+o(h), hence the relation
(5) can be considered as a differential equation in the
space of sequences l1 and one can apply to (5) the
approach of [4].
Denote by E(t, k) = E {X(t) |X(0) = k } the
mathematical expectation (the mean) of X(t) at the
moment t if X(0) = k.
Definition. A Markov chain X (t) is called weakly
ergodic, if lim p1 (t) − p2 (t) = 0 for any initial
t→∞

conditions p1 (0) = p1 ∈ Ω, p2 (0) = p2 ∈ Ω. In
this situation one can consider any p1 (t) as a quasistationary distribution of the chain X (t).
Definition. A Markov chain X (t) has the limiting
mean φ(t), if |E(t; k) − φ(t)| → 0 as t → ∞ for any
k.
There are two approaches to the study of the rate of
convergence of continuous-time Markov chains.
The first approach is based on the notion of the
logarithmic norm of a linear operator function and
the respective bounds of Cauchy operator, the detailed
discussion see in [6], [9], [14]. Namely, if B (t) , t ≥ 0
is a one-parameter family of bounded linear operators
on a Banach space B, then
kI + hB (t)k − 1
h→+0
h

γ (B (t))B = lim

(6)

is called the logarithmic norm of the operator B (t). If
B = l1 then the operator B (t) is given by the matrix

i6=j

Here we apply the second approach, see detailed
consideration for the situation of finite state space in
our recent paper [22], see also [6], [8].
A matrix is called essentially nonnegative, if all offdiagonal elements of this matrix are nonnegative.
Let
dx
= H(t)x(t),
(7)
dt
be a differential equation in the space of sequences l1
with essentially nonnegative for all t ≥ 0 countable
matrix H(t) = (hij (t)) such that the corresponding
operator function on l1 is bounded for almost all t ≥ 0
and locally integrable on [0, ∞).
Therefore x(s) ≥ 0 implies x(t) ≥ 0 for any t ≥ s.
Put
h∗ (t) = sup
j

X

hij (t), h∗ (t) = inf

X

j

i

hij (t). (8)

i

PLet x(0) ≥ 0. Then x(t) ≥ 0 if t ≥ 0 and kx(t)k =
i xi (t). Hence (7) implies the inequality


P
d i xi (t) X X
dx(t)
=
=
hij xj  =
dt
dt
i
j
!
=

X X
j

hij

xj ≤ h∗ (t)

X

i

xj = h∗ (t)kxk.

j

Then
kx(t)k ≤ e

Rt
0

h∗ (τ )dτ

kx(0)k,

(9)

if x(0) ≥ 0. Let now x(0) be arbitrary vector from l1 . Put x+
(0) = sup(xi (0), 0), x+ (0) =
iT
+
+
x1 (0), x2 (0), · · ·
and x− (0) = x+ (0) − x(0).
Then x+ (0) ≥ 0, x− (0) ≥ 0, x(0) = x+ (0) − x− (0),
hence kx(0)k = kx+ (0)k + kx− (0)k.
Finally we obtain the upper bound
kx(t)k =
= kx (t) − x (t)k ≤ kx (t)k + kx− (t)k ≤
Rt ∗

≤ e 0 h (τ )dτ kx+ (0)k + kx− (0)k =
+

−

+

=e

Rt
0

h∗ (τ )dτ

kx(0)k. (10)

for any initial condition.
On the other hand, if x(0) ≥ 0, then
!
X
dx(t) X X
=
hij xj ≥ h∗ (t)
xj = h∗ (t)kxk,
dt
j
i
j

and we obtain the following lower bound
kx(t)k ≥ e

Rt
0

h∗ (τ )dτ

kx(0)k,

(11)

for any nonnegative initial condition.
On sharpness of bounds.
Let us note that if the matrix of system (7) is
essentially nonnegative for any t, then one can see
that the logarithmic norm of this matrix is equal to
our new characteristic, γ (H(t)) = h∗ (t).
Let {di }, i ≥ 0 be a sequence of positive
numbers such that inf i di = d > 0. Let D =
diag (d0 , d1 , d2 , . . . ) be the corresponding diagonal
matrix and l1D be a space of vectors
l1D = {x = (x0 , x1 , x2 , . . .)/kxk1D = kDxk1 < ∞} .
(12)
Put z(t) = Dx(t), then (7) implies the equation
dz
= HD (t)z(t),
(13)
dt
where HD (t) = DH(t)D−1 with entries hijD (t) =
di
dj hij (t) is also essentially nonnegative for any t ≥ 0.
If one can find a sequence {di } such that
X di
X di
h∗D (t) = sup
hij (t) = inf
hij (t), (14)
j
dj
dj
j
i
i

for any initial conditions p∗ (0) , p∗∗ (0) and any t ≥
0.
Moreover, if p∗ (0) − p∗∗ (0) ≥ 0, then
kp∗ (t) − p∗∗ (t)k ≥
≥e

−

Rt

β∗ (τ ) dτ

0

Rt
0

h∗
D (τ )dτ

kx(0)kD ,

T

Here g
(t) = (β∗ (t) , 0, 0, . . . ) , A∗ (t) =
∞
∗
aij (t) i,j=0 , and
(
a0j (t) − β∗ (t) ,
if i = 0,
∗
aij (t) =
(22)
aij (t) ,
otherwise .
The solution of this equation can be written in the
form
Z t
p (t) = U ∗ (t, 0) p (0) +
U ∗ (t, τ ) g (τ ) dτ, (23)
0
∗

where U (t, s) is the Cauchy operator of the corresponding homogeneous equation

which is correct for any initial condition, is sharp.
Note that the construction of such sequences for
homogeneous birth-death processes has been studied
previously in [5], [6], [7], [8], [12], [13].
ERGODICITY BOUNDS

i

β ∗ (t) = sup βi (t) .

(17)

i

Theorem 1. Let catastrophe rates be essential, i. e.
let
Z ∞
β∗ (t) dt = +∞.
(18)
0

Then the queue-length process X (t) is weakly ergodic
in the uniform operator topology and the following
bound hold
kp∗ (t) − p∗∗ (t)k ≤
≤e

0

i

j6=i
Rt
s

β∗ (τ ) dτ

(25)
, and we obtain

kp∗ (t) − p∗∗ (t)k ≤ kU ∗ (t, 0)k kp∗ (0) − p∗∗ (0)k ≤ (26)

β∗ (t) = inf βi (t) ,

Rt

(24)

All off-diagonal elements of matrix A∗ (t) are nonnegative for any t ≥ 0. Hence we can apply the
approach of previous Section with H(t) = A∗ (t).
Then we have


X
a∗ji (t) = −β∗ (t) ,
h∗ (t) = sup a∗ii (t) +
hence, kU ∗ (t, s) k ≤ e−

Put

−

dz
= A∗ (t) z.
dt

(15)

for any nonnegative initial condition. Therefore, the
bound
Rt ∗
kx(t)kD ≤ e 0 hD (τ )dτ kx(0)kD ,
(16)

(20)

for any any t ≥ 0.
Proof. Rewrite the forward Kolmogorov system (5)
as
dp
= A∗ (t) p + g (t) , t ≥ 0.
(21)
dt

then the following equality holds
kx(t)kD = e

kp∗ (0) − p∗∗ (0)k ,

β∗ (τ ) dτ

∗

∗∗

kp (0) − p

(0)k ≤ 2e

−

Rt
0

β∗ (τ ) dτ

≤e

−

Rt

β∗ (τ ) dτ

0

∗

∗∗

kp (0) − p

(0)k ≤ 2e

−

Rt

β∗ (τ ) dτ

0

for any initial conditions p∗ (0) , p∗∗ (0) and any t ≥
0.
On the other hand, bound (20) follows from the
inequality


X
h∗ (t) = inf a∗ii (t) +
a∗ji (t) = −β∗ (t) . (27)
i

j6=i

Now consider bounds in “weighted” norms. Let
, (19) {di }, 1 = d0 ≤ d1 ≤ . . . be a non-decreasing

,

sequence, and D = diag (d0 , d1 , d2 , . . . ) be the corresponding diagonal matrix. Let l1D be the space of
vectors such that (12) holds.
Put


X dj
β∗∗ (t) = inf |a∗ii (t)| −
a∗ (t) ,
(28)
i
di ji
j6=i

and




β ∗∗ (t) = sup |a∗ii (t)| −
i

X dj
j6=i

di

a∗ji (t) .

(29)

Consider (21) as a differential equation in the space
of sequences l1D . We have

Corollary 1. Let a sequence {di } be such that (32)
holds, and, let moreover W > 0. Then X(t) has the
limiting mean, say φ(t) = E(t, 0), and the following
bound holds:
Rt

1 + dj − 0 β∗∗ (τ ) dτ
e
,
(35)
|E(t, j) − E(t, 0)| ≤
W
for any j and any t ≥ 0.
We can use this approach and formula (23) for
obtaining the bounds of state probabilities in the
following way. Consider again the space of sequences
l1D , and put X(0) = 0. Then p(0) = 0 and we obtain
X
di pi (t) = kp (t) k ≤
i

−1

kA∗ (t)k1D = kDA∗ (t)D k =


X dj
a∗ (t) ≤
= sup |a∗ii (t)| +
di ji
i

t

Z

Z

∗

kU (t, τ ) g (τ ) k dτ ≤

≤

−

β∗ (τ )e

β∗∗ (t) +

≤ β∗∗ (t) + 2L(t),

dN

and kg(t)k1D = β∗ (t), hence we can apply the same
approach to equation (21) in the space l1D , and the
equality


γ (A∗ (t))1D = γ DA∗ (t)D−1 =


X dj
a∗ (t) = −β∗∗ (t), (31)
= sup a∗ii (t) +
di ji
i
j6=i

implies the following statement.
Theorem 2. Let {di }, 1 = d0 ≤ d1 ≤ . . . be a
non-decreasing sequence such that,
Z ∞
β∗∗ (t) dt = +∞.
(32)
0

Then the following bound on the rate of convergence
holds:
kp∗ (t) − p∗∗ (t)k1D ≤
≤e

−

Rt

β∗∗ (τ ) dτ

0

kp∗ (0) − p∗∗ (0)k1D ,

(33)

for any initial conditions p∗ (0), p∗∗ (0) and any t ≥ 0.
Moreover, if p∗ (0) − p∗∗ (0) ≥ 0, then
kp∗ (t) − p∗∗ (t)k1D ≥
−

≥e

Rt

β ∗∗ (τ ) dτ

0

kp∗ (0) − p∗∗ (0)k1D ,

(34)

for any t ≥ 0.
Let l1E = {z = (p1 , p2 , . .P
.)} be a space of sequences such that kzk1E =
k≥1 k|pk | < ∞. Put
dk
W = inf k≥1 k . Then W kzk1E ≤ kzk1D .

β∗∗ (τ ) dτ

τ

, (36)

in the 1D-norm. Hence

j6=i

2 sup |a∗ii (t)|
i

Rt

0

0

(30)

t

X

Z
pi (t) ≤ kp (t) k ≤

i≥N

−

β∗ (τ )e

Rt

β∗∗ (τ ) dτ

τ

, (37)

0

i≥N

X

t

pi (t) ≤

d−1
N

Z

t

−

β∗ (τ )e

Rt

β∗∗ (τ ) dτ

τ

,

(38)

0

and we obtain the following statement.
Corollary 2. Let sequence {di } be such that (32)
holds. Then the following bound holds:
Rt
Z t
X
− β∗∗ (τ ) dτ
−1
pi (t) ≥ 1 − dN
β∗ (τ )e τ
, (39)
i<N

0

if X(0) = 0 and any t ≥ 0.
SPECIFIC QUEUEING SYSTEMS
1. Consider firstly the queueing system with S
servers, batch arrivals and possible catastrophes, and
suppose that the corresponding rate functions are the
following:
λk (t) is the intensity of arrival of a group of k
customers to the queue,
µk (t) = µ(t) min(k, S) is the intensity of service of
a customer if the current number of customers in the
queue is k,
finally, βk (t) is the intensity of catastrophes if the
current number of customers in the queue is k.
To simplify the formulas, we will assume all intensities 1−periodic.
Firstly, if assumption (18) is fulfilled, then the
queue-length process X(t) is weakly ergodic in the
uniform operator topology and bound of the rate of
convergence (19) holds.

Bounds in weighted norms seem essentially more
interesting.
1a. Let arrival rates be exponentially decreasing in
k, namely, let there exist r > 1 such that λk (t) =
r−k λ(t). Put dk = δ k , where 1 < δ < r.
Then β∗∗ (t) = inf αi (t), where αi (t) = |a∗ii (t)| −
P
dj ∗
j6=i di aji (t). We have
α0 (t) = β∗ (t) − λ(t)

r(δ − 1)
,
(r − 1)(r − δ)

and

αi (t) = β∗ (t) + 1 − δ −k (βk (t) − β∗ (t)) +

+ 1 − δ −1 µk (t) − λ(t)

r(δ − 1)
≥ α0 (t),
(r − 1)(r − δ)

hence
β∗∗ (t) = α0 (t) = β∗ (t) − λ(t)

r(δ − 1)
,
(r − 1)(r − δ)

R1
and 0 β∗∗ (t) dt > 0 for sufficiently small 0 < δ − 1.
Finally, in this situation X(t) is weakly ergodic in
the corresponding l1D -norm and has the limiting mean
for any service rate µ(t) and any S.
1b. Let arrival rates be decreasing in k more slowly,
and let, however,
X
kλk (t) ≤ Q < ∞,
(40)
k

for any t ∈ [0, 1].
Put dk = NN+k , k ≥ 0, where N is sufficiently
large.
Then also
(t) = inf αi (t), where αi (t) =
P β∗∗
d
|a∗ii (t)| − j6=i dji a∗ji (t). We have

X N + k
−1 =
α0 (t) = β∗ (t) − λ(t)
N

Namely, we consider an analog of an inhomogeneous M |M |S queue with catastrophes where
customers may arrive to the queue only in groups of
k + 1 customers with intensity ak,2k+1 = λ(t), if the
length of the queue at this moment equals k,
µk (t) = µ(t) min(k, S) is the intensity of service of
a customer, if the current number of customers in the
queue is k,
finally, βk (t) is the intensity of catastrophes, if the
current number of customers in the queue is k.
To simplify the formulas we will suppose all intensities 1- periodic.
Certainly, if assumption (18) is fulfilled, then the
queue-length process X(t) is weakly ergodic in the
uniform operator topology and bound (19) of the rate
of convergence holds.
Moreover, the limiting mean for this queue-length
process exists under the simple additional assumption
Z 1
(β∗ (t) − λ(t)) dt > 0.
(41)
0

To check this claim put dk = k + 1, k ≥ 0.
Then also
P β∗∗d (t) = inf αi (t), where αi (t) =
|a∗ii (t)| − j6=i dji a∗ji (t). We have α0 (t) = β∗ (t) −
λ(t), and αi (t) ≥ α0 (t), for any i ≥ 1.
R 1Therefore β∗∗ (t) = α0 (t) = β∗ (t) − λ(t), and
β (t) dt > 0 if (41) holds. Finally, in this situation
0 ∗∗
X(t) is weakly ergodic in the respective l1D -norm and
has the limiting mean for any service rate µ(t) and any
S.
EXAMPLE
Consider now a simple special model. Let λk (t) =
+ cos 2πt) min(k, 5), βk (t) =

(3+sin 2πt)
, µk (t) = (1
4k
β∗ (t) = 2 − sin 2πt.

Put δ = 4/3 and dk = δ k . Then we have

k

X k
Q
= β∗ (t) −
λ(t) ≥ β∗ (t) − ,
N
N
k

and
αi (t) ≥ α0 (t).

7
sin 2πt,
6

R1
0
and 0 β∗∗ (t) dt = β∗∗
= 1.5.
Hence Theorem 2 implies the bound
kp∗ (t) − p∗∗ (t)k1D ≤ M e−1.5t kp∗ (0) − p∗∗ (0)k1D , (42)
R1

Therefore
β∗∗ (t) = α0 (t) ≥ β∗ (t) −

β∗∗ (t) = α0 (t) = β∗ (t) − λ(t)/6 = 1.5 −

Q
,
N

R1
and 0 β∗∗ (t) dt > 0 for sufficiently large N .
Finally, in this situation X(t) is weakly ergodic in
the corresponding l1D -norm and has the limiting mean
for any service rate µ(t) and any S.
2. Consider now the queueing model with “attracted” customers and possible catastrophes.

7

where M ≤ e 0 6 | sin 2πt| dt ≤ 2.
Hence there exists a limiting 1-periodic regime, say
π(t). We can apply inequality (36) and obtain the
following bounds for the solution of the system (21)
with zero initial condition:
Rt
Z t
− β∗∗ (τ ) dτ
τ
kπ (t) k1D ≤
β∗ (τ )e
≤
0
Z t
≤6
e−1.5(t−τ ) dτ ≤ 4,
(43)
0

for any t ≥ 0.
Therefore, lim supt→∞ kπ (t) k1D ≤ 4, and the
1−periodicity of the limit regime implies the inequality kπ (t) k1D ≤ 4 for any t and any initial condition.
Now from (42) we have
kp∗ (t) − π(t)k1D ≤ 2e−1.5t (kp∗ (0)k1D + 4) , (44)
and particularly
∗

kp (t) − π(t)k1D ≤ 2e

−1.5t

!
 k
4
+4 ,
3

(45)

if X(0) = k.

Fig. 3. Approximation of the limiting mean E(t, 0) on [11, 12].

Finally we can apply the approach of [20], [23]
and find the appropriate truncations for X(t). The
corresponding plots of the limiting characteristics for
the queue-length process are shown here.

Fig. 4. Approximation of the mean E(t, 0) on [0, 12].

Fig. 1. Approximation of the limiting probability of empty queue
P{X(t) = 0|X(0) = 0} on [11, 12].

classes of such models are studied in details, namely,
(a) the queueing system with S servers, batch arrivals
and possible catastrophes and (b) the queueing model
with “attracted” customers and possible catastrophes.
A numerical example illustrates the calculations. Our
approach can be used in modeling information flows
related to high-performance computing. Perturbation
bounds and estimation of error of truncations will be
studied in the next paper.
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Fig. 2. Approximation of the probability of empty queue P{X(t) =
0|X(0) = 0} on [0, 12].

CONCLUSION
We consider a general Markovian queueing model
with possible catastrophes and obtain new and sharp
bounds on the rate of convergence. Some special
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